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Expect more

There are traditional heat exchanger technologies. And there are smart,
environmentally friendly Brazed Plate Heat Exchangers (BPHEs). Our BPHE
technology is as simple as it is ingenious, using almost 100% of its material for
heat exchange. That means near zero heat waste, so you save on cost, and
minimize the effects on our environment. And thanks to innovative asymmetric
flow design, our new products employ even more material for heat transfer,
offering optimal efficiency.
We're proud to say we've sold more than 10 million BPHEs, replacing less
efficient heat transfer technologies, and we're proud of our continuous efforts to
make heat exchange a sustainable technology for everyone's future.
Our commitment is to change. To turn our satisfied customers into delighted
customers. With SWEP, thinking red means going green.
swep.net
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Expect a greener world

Making greener
investments easier
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Cutting carbon
footprint by the minute
It is becoming increasingly clear that products made by
SWEP are having a growing impact on reducing the
carbon footprint. By improving the efficiency of our heat
exchangers by just one single percent, we can have a
huge impact on CO2 emissions.
This is why we are putting so much effort into
continuously developing products that will benefit the
environment. For our customers, it should always be a
green investment to buy high-efficiency heat exchangers
from SWEP.
Leading the global development, production and
marketing of brazed plate heat exchangers is our true
aim. We want to make it easier to convert to sustainable
products and processes.
In this issue of SWEP Exchange, you can read about
several aspects of SWEP's work on reducing the carbon

footprint. One example is to cut down on the stainless
steel used in our heat exchangers, which makes them
even more resource-efficient. Another thing you can read
about here is our groundbreaking and technically
exciting AsyMatrix concept, which helps our customers
reduce the impact of their products on the environment.
Other articles deal with topics as diverse as how light
is bringing red Dutch tomatoes to life, and the story of
how SWEP celebrated the 20th anniversary of the
opening of its Swiss plant. However, the best way to find
out is to simply turn the page and keep on reading. Have
an enjoyable read!

Sten Camitz
Vice President Sales & Marketing

For our customers, it should
always be a green investment
to buy high-efficiency heat
exchangers from SWEP...

Setting the right
temperatures in

pplastic
astic
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The T-Reg is a new product in SWEP's
brazed plate heat exchanger range. The
plastic molding industry can benefit
from the T-Reg because it offers quick
and accurate temperature control in the
plastic molding process.
The T-Reg acts as a single-phase water-to-water heat
exchanger combined with an electric heater. In the plastic
molding industry, the T-Reg provides heat that gives the
plastic paste the right viscosity to be transported into the
plastic mold. The mold is then cooled to harden the plastic.
Ylva Bexelius, Project Manager at SWEP, says quick and
accurate temperature control is of the utmost importance in
this particular application to achieve a high level of
productivity with excellent quality.
“In the T-Reg, several parts of the old Temperature
Control Unit (TCU) system have been integrated into a single
part,” she says. “This means that the cooling heat

exchanger, the electric heater and the piping between the
two have been combined into one compact unit.”
The new way of taking several parts of a TCU, often used in
the plastic molding industry, and combining them into a
brazed plate unit provides customers with several
advantages.
“Easier installation, a more compact solution and a lower
cycle time are some obvious benefits,” Bexelius says.
“Moreover, better and more accurate temperature control,
with the facility for reaching higher as well as lower
temperatures, also helps improve the system.”
The T-Reg consists of a cast frame brazed together with a
24-plate E5T BPHE. Customers can order the T-Reg from
SWEP and an electric heater from HT Spa. The heater and
the T-Reg have been developed together in order to provide
quick and accurate temperature control when installed in a
TCU. n

TCU
Process water in
(Heating/Cooling)

T-Reg

Extruder

PP=140°C
Motor

Process water out

Example picture of a plastic molding process. The T-Reg is
situated within the Temperature Control Unit (TCU) that our
customers provide.

SWEP T-Reg
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Shining a light on

tomato
A single J624 from GE Energy with an output of 4 MW can cover
the power needs of about 9,000 European households. Moreover,
this flagship is helping to shine a light on Dutch tomatoes
consumed all over Europe. SWEP's B427 is an integral part of this
impressive unit.
The Jenbacher flagship, the first 24-cylinder gas engine
J624, was presented to the public in June 2007. What
followed was a year of testing at the production location,
followed by a successful evaluation. In September 2008, it
was finally ready: GE's most powerful Jenbacher model. The
J624 GS is a high-speed engine that combines the benefits
of high power density, low installation and operational costs
and low fuel consumption.
6

The J624 GS engine became commercially available to
global customers at the beginning of 2009.
The product went into operation with pilot customer Royal
Pride Holland to supply the Dutch greenhouse complex with
reliable electricity and heat. Royal Pride Holland is one of the
Netherlands' largest commercial tomato greenhouse
operators. Their greenhouse facility at Middenmeer, 50
kilometers north of Amsterdam, is the first to operate the

oes
world's first commercial 24-cylinder gas engine.
Royal Pride Holland is using the engines to power the
greenhouse's new cogeneration plant. The new project
highlights the increased emphasis on combined heat and
power in Europe as the region increases its focus on energy
efficiency. The Netherlands is at the forefront of Europe's
efforts to encourage industries to expand the use of
advanced cogeneration technology to improve local energy
efficiency and security, while reducing fossil fuel
consumption and overall site emissions.
In September 2008, the engines, which run on natural
gas, went into operation. Since then, the nine Jenbacher
JMS 620 units already installed there have been
supplemented. This brings the total electrical output of the
complex to 35.2 MW. It also supplies CO2 as a fertilizer to
accelerate plant growth and boost crop production, by

recycling the approximately 5% CO2 content in the engines'
exhaust gas in the greenhouse instead of venting the gas
into the atmosphere.
Some of the power generated is used for lighting for the
tomatoes, but most is supplied to the public power grid.
Because the waste heat from the engines can be used at
very low temperatures, and the CO2 in its exhaust gas can
also be used, the overall level of efficiency is 95 percent. The
Jenbacher units have been installed as part of a pilot project
to demonstrate the engine's commercial viability for the
horticultural industry.
The cogeneration plant project has enabled Royal Pride
Holland to expand the greenhouse to 102 hectares from the
site's original 45 hectares. This makes it one of the largest
facilities in the Netherlands, and a major international
horticultural production center. 44
7

J624 gas engine
4 First 24-cylinder gas engine for commercial operation
4 Lean burn, turbocharged, mixture-cooled gas engine
4 Compact high-speed engine running at 1,500 rpm
4 First fast-running gas engine in the 4 MW power range
4 About 11.6 m long, 2 m wide and 2.5 m high
4 Total weight: 41 tons
4 Bore x stroke: 190 mm x 220 mm
4 Total displacement: 150 l
4 Fuel flexibility: natural gas or a variety of renewable or
alternative gases
4 Electrical output: 4 MW
4 Electrical efficiency: approximately 46 percent
4 Allows overall plant efficiencies of up to 95 percent

SWEP's B427 is used in
many different heating and
industrial applications, and
is easy to adapt to suit a
wide variety of situations.
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GE Energy
GE Energy is one of the world's leading suppliers of power
generation and energy delivery technologies. Based in Atlanta,
Georgia, GE Energy works in all areas of the energy industry
including coal, oil, natural gas and nuclear energy; renewable
resources such as water, wind, solar and biogas; and other
alternative fuels.

GE Energy's Jenbacher Gas Engines
GE Energy's Jenbacher gas engine business, based in Jenbach,
Austria, is a leading manufacturer of gas-fueled reciprocating
engines, packaged generator sets and cogeneration systems for
power generation.
Jenbacher engines cover an output range of 0.25 to 4 MW and
operate on natural gas or a variety of specialty fuels, including flare
gas and coal mine gas or alternative fuels like biogas, landfill gas,
wood gas, sewage gas and industrial waste gas. Patented
combustion systems coupled with advanced engine and plant
management systems enable customers to meet stringent
international emission standards while offering high levels of
efficiency, durability and reliability.
9

Brazed plate
heat exchangers
to the fore in the

Middle

10

East

Although the region has not escaped the
global financial crisis, SWEP has
nevertheless increased sales in the
Middle East.
SWEP's Shwan H Lamei, Area Sales Manager, Middle East,
says that when it comes to brazed plate heat exchangers,
the region is in a conversion phase.
“We have been in contact with all the major players in this
region,” he says. “We can clearly see that customers are
more and more interested in converting from shell and tubes
and PHEs to our brazed plate heat exchangers.”
“We have been quite successful in encouraging
customers to switch from shell and tubes to our
evaporators,” he says. “I am also very happy that we have
been able to increase our sales, at a time when the total
market has been significantly reduced.”
The major concerns in converting to brazed plate
technology in the Middle East are identical to those
experienced in Europe - and other now mature markets - 10
to 15 years ago.

We definitely see a more
rapid growth phase for our
solutions ahead of us...
“In every emerging market, conversions are slow to begin
with. However, we definitely see a more rapid growth phase
for our solutions ahead of us,” Shwan says. “The feedback
from our existing Middle East customers shows that they
appreciate benefits such as compactness, improved
efficiency, smaller refrigerant charge and reduced
maintenance – the same advantages that have made BPHEs
the preferred technology in other parts of the world. With
environmental awareness on the rise in the region, there is
also a match with our optimized solutions for newer, more
environmentally friendly refrigerants.”
SWEP is also in touch with customers regarding district
cooling in the Middle East region. There is particular interest
in BPHEs that enable developers to reduce the size of ETS
rooms and give utility providers higher operational
dependability. Shwan says this is a large market with a
promising long-term outlook.
“In terms of applications, SWEP's focus in the Middle East
is on air conditioning, process industries and district
cooling,” he concludes. n
11
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Reducing the carbon

SWEP aims to lead the global development, production and marketing of brazed plate
heat exchangers, while facilitating conversion to sustainable products and processes.
Reducing the carbon footprint of heat exchangers is therefore vital to the company.
SWEP's mindset is to act and operate so as to minimize
environmental impact by developing and promoting brazed
plate heat exchangers that enable the best sustainable
system designs.
The company began working on its carbon footprint in
early 2009. SWEP had a request from a customer that was
completing a full-life carbon footprint for one of their
products.
“At the request of a client, SWEP set out to determine the
carbon footprint of a typical heat exchanger produced in the
Landskrona production plant,” says SWEP consultant Art
Smith, President of Canesco Energy and Environmental.
“The evaluation looked at the carbon emissions related
to the production and transportation of the raw materials,
such as steel and copper, the emissions related to the
energy used to braze the plates, and a number of other
factors including the direct emissions from the consumption
of fuel for employee commuting. A review has been
completed to footprint the products produced in SWEP's
production facilities around the world.”
Smith helps clients integrate energy and environmental
strategies into their business. He has worked for over 20
12

years in the HVAC industry after getting a degree in Chemical
Engineering.
“My personal commitment is to work with companies that
meet this simple criterion: the more successful they are, the
better off the world will be. I feel SWEP meets this
requirement,” Smith says.
He adds that brazed plate heat exchanger technology is
very resource-efficient.
“From the carbon footprint review, the largest contributor
to a SWEP heat exchanger's carbon footprint is the stainless
steel,” Smith says. “However, the carbon emissions from the
production of a brazed plate heat exchanger are a fraction of
the emissions from the energy used by the products, which
use the heat exchanger throughout their useful life.”
Smith points out that while SWEP continues to design the
most efficient products for customer applications, SWEP's
brazed plate heat exchanger can really make a difference by
making the products using them more efficient.
“SWEP heat exchangers are always part of a system,” he
says. “Working closely with SWEP engineers enables
selections to be identified that optimize the system
performance.” n
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Sustainability benefits from

CREATIVE
DESTRUCTI
Just as fires renew forests, creative destruction renews the economy,
leading eventually to better environmental sustainability for our planet.
Ecology teaches us that forest fires can be a form of creative
destruction, in that they stimulate ecosystem diversity. Fires
create openings in the woods that allow sunlight to reach
smaller plants, while burning also enriches the soil by
depositing minerals.
In economics, creative destruction is the process by
which entrepreneurs introduce innovations that force
established businesses to adapt or die. The phrase is
attributed to economist Joseph Schumpeter (1883-1950).
Anders Olshov, CEO at Øresundsinstituttet – a non-profit
Danish-Swedish association founded with the purpose of
encouraging integration within the Øresund region – views
creative destruction in a positive light.
“Although creative destruction might not be attractive if
you are in an industry on the brink of obsolescence, it is
14

obvious that in economics and capitalism, some companies
and industries must fail if the economy is to grow and
progress,” he says.
Olshov adds that an economic recession is very valuable
in many ways.
“In a recession there is creative destruction, with stagnant
operations disappearing while innovative new companies
form and create a foundation for the future,” Olshov says.
“Many projects within companies are questioned during a
recession, which is good. Meanwhile, resources are released
to companies and people with the best ideas and survival
potential.”
Already there are many signs that radical innovators are
working in alternative energy, water treatment, sustainable
agriculture, construction, manufacturing and transportation

This challenge presents an
opportunity over the next
decade for visionary companies...

ION
to offer products that promise dramatic reductions in energy
consumption, pollution and waste.
The challenge of global sustainability has begun to drive
the process of creative destruction. Accepting the commonly
held definition that sustainable development is the ability of
the current generation to meet its needs without
compromising the capability of future generations to meet
theirs, it is not difficult to see how most existing products and
processes fail to meet this condition. It is becoming
increasingly obvious that today's material-intensive industries
are not environmentally sustainable.
“This challenge presents an opportunity over the next
decade for visionary companies to drive the redefinition and
redesign of their industries toward sustainability,” Olshov
says. “Material- and energy-intensive industries will find
global sustainability a challenge that calls for radical
repositioning and new competence development.” n

Anders Olshov, CEO
at Øresundsinstituttet.

Joseph Schumpeter and
his creative destruction
The economic concept of creative destruction was first
introduced by the Austrian School economist Joseph
Schumpeter.
In his book “Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy”,
Schumpeter popularized and used the term to describe the
process of transformation that accompanies radical
innovation. In Schumpeter's vision of capitalism, innovative
entry by entrepreneurs was the force that sustained longterm economic growth, even as it destroyed the value of
established companies that enjoyed some degree of
monopoly power.
Schumpeter went as far as saying that the “process of
creative destruction is the essential fact about capitalism.”
Unfortunately, while an important concept, this also
became one of the most overused buzzwords of the
dotcom era of the new millennium, with nearly every
technology executive talking about how creative
destruction would replace the old economy with the new.
15

PLM keeps track
of product lifecycles
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)
helps manage the entire lifecycle of a
product. SWEP has purchased a PLM
solution from Siemens.
PLM is the process of managing the entire lifecycle
of a product from its conception, through design
and manufacture, to servicing and disposal. PLM
integrates people, data, processes and business
systems, to name just a few.
According to Staffan Selander, IT Manager at SWEP,
PLM functions as a huge tool box that can carry out a
multitude of tasks.
PLM is vital to a company's information technology
structure. It involves communications and information with
customers, suppliers, resources within the enterprise and
planning. It helps companies to develop, describe, manage
and communicate information about their products.

SWEP is a market-leading
global company with a high
rate of innovation...
It is not just about software technology; PLM is rather a
business strategy. It has emerged from tools such as CAD,
CAM and PDM, but now concerns more the integration of
these tools with methods, people and processes at every
stage of a product's life.
Over the past decade, players such as manufacturers of
instrumentation, industrial machinery, consumer electronics
and packaged goods have realized the benefits of PLM, and
they are increasingly adopting efficient PLM software.
Anders Svahn, Sales Account Executive at Siemens PLM
Software, says PLM will be a key enabler for product
development, collaboration and the communication of
product information within SWEP's organization.
“SWEP is a market-leading global company with a high
rate of innovation,” Svahn says. “PLM will help SWEP to be
even more innovative and efficient, while freeing up
16

resources through knowledge sharing,
with constantly available, quick and
easy access to correct product data,
documents and drawings. It will also
act as the single source of information
for the products developed and
supported within SWEP, while
supporting the main processes for
design, release and change
management.” n

Teamcenter
Siemens' PLM platform is called Teamcenter. It is
a market-leading, well-proven and scalable
solution supporting the whole lifecycle, from idea
to end of life.
With Teamcenter, companies can establish a
foundation for PLM for the future, with the
possibility of expanding in other areas to support
manufacturing and process planning, simulation
data management and supplier relationship
management (SRM), to name just a few – all
within the same PLM solution.

Company-wide ISO 14001

certification for SWEP
Total commitment from everyone at all SWEP's factories has made it
possible for SWEP to achieve company-wide ISO 14001 certification.
ISO 14001 is the global standard for environmental
management systems. It aims to minimize the environmental
impact of businesses, for example by reducing pollution and
waste. Consequently, it is the perfect match for SWEP's own
environmental aspirations and objectives.
SWEP's company-wide ISO 14001 certification program
began in 2007 with the company's plant in Košice in
Slovakia, and it has been successfully completed with the
Kuala Lumpur factory in Malaysia.
“ISO 14001 certification sends a clear signal to our
customers, suppliers and competitors that
we are serious when it comes to the
environment and sustainability,”
says Håkan Nilsson, Vice
President Operations
at SWEP.
Sören Friis-Hansen,
Senior Strategic Key
Account Manager at
SWEP, says that
certification is
particularly important
for SWEP's relationships with customers.
“The industry as a
whole is getting greener,
and many of our customers
share our forward-looking approach
to the environment,” he says. “They
expect their suppliers to keep up with their own
environmental development, which means ISO 14001
certification. Without ISO 14001, we would simply be left
behind.”
According to Nilsson, it is very clear that everyone,
at all SWEP's factories, has been totally committed to the

program. “They understood what had to be done, and they
made themselves accountable for achieving it,” he says.
Nilsson adds that SWEP is also analyzing its global
carbon footprint.
“I am sure we will find ways of making it
smaller, and I am confident that everyone
at SWEP will play their part in safeguarding the future of our
planet,” he says. n
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Swiss
plant
turns

On October 24, SWEP's factory at
Tentlingen in Switzerland celebrated the
20th anniversary of its opening in 1989.

Operations started in October 1989 with a few workers, who
ran one shift with a couple of batches each week. Ten years
later, there were 32 employees and a large new furnace, with
test equipment on its way.
In 2006, a second press line was implemented, which
made the plant almost independent of the other SWEP
production entities. This also helped the company minimize
the impact on the environment thanks to reduced
transportation.
Over the years, the plant has gone through a number of
improvement programs, including lean manufacturing, tool
change optimization and Six Sigma. All these programs
have contributed to increased productivity during the past
decade.
Today, there are more than 40 employees running
permanent three-shift operations and producing about
28,000 heat exchangers per year.
SWEP's D300 BPHE, a major launch during 2009, is
produced at the Tentlingen plant. The D700 is already in the
pipeline, too.
At the anniversary celebrations, employees, their relatives
and other guests enjoyed a traditional Swiss meal called
“Menu de bénichon”. The bénichon is a popular feast in the
Canton de Fribourg. It celebrates the end of summer and the
return of the cows from the mountains. n
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Renaissance

A

man raises his voice

With hobbies as diverse as singing in a choir, diving and mountain biking, Patrik van
de Scheur, head of SWEP's Swiss plant at Tentlingen, might be the company's own
Renaissance man.
“I was inspired by my wife, who sings at a much higher
standard than me, to start in a choir,” Van de Scheur says.
“After a few years, I really began to improve, and two years
ago I sang Gabriel Fauré's Requiem with a choir. It was a
really exciting experience.”
Van de Scheur now also sings in another choir, which
participated in a contest broadcast in January 2010 on Swiss
French television.
“We are currently preparing other concerts, and one large
event next year in October will be to sing Mozart's Requiem.”
Van de Scheur also went to Verona with his choir for the
international choir contest, and brought back a silver medal
in the church choir category.
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“In our category, we were beaten by the Stockholm
symphonic choir,” he says. “Of course, they are nearly all
professionals so this was no surprise.”
You can see Patrik van de Scheur sing with his choir at the
Verona contest on: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
MKoAfMWYmnk&feature=related
Apart from singing, diving is a major interest. “I started
diving on the French island of La Réunion in the Indian
Ocean,” Van de Scheur says. “I achieved my open water the
following year. I have made 850 dives, and have CMAS M2
instructor certification, CEDIP M2 and PADI diver master
certificates, too.”

Van de Scheur has also had hundreds of diving students,
and he has certified about 50 people to become rescue
divers and dive masters.
He has dived at various places such as the Red Sea,
Maldives, the Caribbean Sea, underwater cave dives in the
Cenotes in Mexico, Negros Island in the Philippines, the
Sultanate of Oman and Elba Island in Italy.
“Of course, I also dive in lakes, such as the Austrian Lake
Fernstein, Swiss lakes such as Neuchatel, Gruyère and
Geneva, and Bodensee in Germany,” he says.

When it comes to mountain biking, Van de Scheur points out
that it is quite an intensive sport, and going up and down the
Swiss mountains in the Fribourg area is a great pleasure.
“I can start from my home and climb 400 meters straight
up, then go down 500 meters to a lake and then back home,”
he says. “I really enjoy doing this, because it allows me to get
rid of my stress and keeps me calmer in general.” n

Patrik van de Scheur,
Plant Manager, Tentlingen, Switzerland
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Compact solutions attract

Chinese
company
Compactness, cost savings,
improved efficiency – some
of the reasons why Chinese
heat pump company PHNIX
has chosen SWEP's heat
exchangers.
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As a company aiming at Western high-level markets, PHNIX
keeps a close eye on European top technologies. The
company frequently visits and attends European professional
conferences and fairs, while having close contact and
discussions with professional customers. PHNIX has also
invested a lot of money in cooperation with universities for
new technology research. All these benefit PHNIX in terms of
developing new products, quality control and marketing, to
name a few.
After years of rapid, stable growth, PHNIX is a leader in
heat pump technology. Continuously improving technology is
therefore most important to PHNIX.
With a team of 50 engineers, the R&D department has
developed products that are of world-class level. Because of
the effort the company has made in research and
development, it has about 20 patents gained in the past two
years. In 2007, PHNIX was granted High & New Technology
Enterprise status by the Chinese government. 44

Monthly training,
Mr. Du zebo to the left

44 PHNIX has been using SWEP's heat exchangers as
evaporators and condensers since 2008. SWEP's B8 is used
in the new Polaris series, while the B25T, V25T and P80 are
used for PHNIX's air-to-water and water-to-water heat pumps.
PHNIX R&D Manager, Mr. Du zebo, says PHNIX is
devoted to saving energy and protecting the environment, in
order to preserve the planet for future generations. He
believes hot water and domestic heating is a growing
market, and if heat pumps could give a water temperature of

We know that SWEP’s
heat exchangers only need
a little space compared with
some other heat exchangers...
60 degrees Celsius, the heat pump could replace gas boilers
and central heating in north China.
“SWEP is a big, famous group. In the heat exchanger
field, SWEP has professional BPHE production,” Mr. Du zebo
says. “We know that SWEP's heat exchangers only need a
little space compared with some other heat exchangers, so
they can save on costs and improve efficiency.”
According to Mr. Du zebo, SWEP offers good service and
delivery times. He also thinks that SWEP's logistics solution,
with the new plant in Suzhou, is helpful to PHNIX by ensuring
reliable delivery and quality from SWEP. n
China Refrigeration 2009.

Mr. Zong yi (President of PHNIX) in push and pull game.

PHNIX
PHNIX offers a full range of products and solutions for
domestic heating and sanitary hot water, such as air source
heat pumps, water source heat pumps, sanitary hot water
heat pumps, swimming pool heat pumps and solar heating
systems.
It is the world's largest producer and exporter of swimming
pool heat pumps, and one of the three biggest
manufacturers that specializes in producing heat pumps for
domestic heating in China.
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– groundbreaking asymmetrical
Combining high capacity, a small
footprint and energy efficiency in chiller
applications is a problem. To solve this
SWEP has developed the asymmetric
concept.
AsyMatrix is SWEP’s innovative new technology that
combines the usefulness of asymmetry with maximized heat
transfer area.
Simply put, AsyMatrix involves better heat transfer, fewer
plates, lighter heat exchangers and higher efficiencies.
In an asymmetric BPHE, the same mass flows through the
heat exchanger give different pressure drops on each side.
Across a number of applications, energy, material and space

24

can be saved by using asymmetric fluid flows to manage
pressure drop and heat transfer.
The demand for cooling varies, but for a chiller of a given
size, the higher the cooling capacity the better.
Consequently, chillers and heat exchangers should be
able to supply a high cooling capacity as well as a high fluid
flow. However, the high flow generates a higher pressure
drop and uses more energy for pumping.
The higher energy consumption does not correspond with
the increasing market focus on energy efficiency. In a heat
exchanger, the pressure drop should be reduced on the
water side, while high performance is maintained. SWEP's
seminal AsyMatrix concept can now solve this problem.
According to Tomas Dahlberg, Innovation Manager at
SWEP, adjacent channels in a symmetric brazed plate heat
exchanger (BPHE) have the same cross-sectional area and
hold-up volume.
“In our asymmetric BPHEs, the cross-sectional area and
the hold-up volume are not the same for two adjacent
44

®
technology for heat exchangers
44 channels,” Dahlberg says. “This is because two adjacent
plates do not have the same geometrical form. The different
geometries create asymmetry in the BPHE, with narrow and
wide channels.”
One of SWEP's products that include AsyMatrix is the
DP300. It is a dedicated R410A evaporator intended for 50300 kW cooling capacity. The DP300 keeps the efficiency of
heat transfer high, but lowers the pressure drop on the
secondary side. It therefore meets the market's requests for
both energy efficiency and high performance. The upcoming
DP700 is also based on the asymmetric concept.
“The implementation of AsyMatrix in the DP300
significantly reduces the hold-up volume in the refrigerant
circuit,” Dahlberg says. “This lowers the charge of R410A,
which also lowers the initial cost of refrigerants.”
SWEP's asymmetric concept is also ideal for gas boiler
applications. The BPHE is used to provide hot water safely
and rapidly at a low pressure drop. For tap water heating,
the specified demand on the BPHE is typically asymmetric.

AsyMatrix provides better heat transfer for the tap water side
while decreasing the pressure drop on the central heating
side, where the circulation pump is located, leading to lower
energy consumption.
For thermally asymmetric tap water heating, AsyMatrix
provides more efficient heat transfer compared with
conventional technology. AsyMatrix also makes possible
lighter BPHEs with a smaller footprint, combined with lower
pump capacity in the central heating circuit thanks to the
decreased pressure drop.
AsyMatrix has the advantages of more efficient heat
transfer and lower pressure drop, giving a more costeffective solution for the end customer.
AsyMatrix can be considered for any application requiring
asymmetric heat transfer. Possibilities include oil cooling,
condensers in heat pumps and chillers, economizers and
heat recovery (desuperheaters). n
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New gas
in transcritical
applications
Unprecedented energy challenges are a global issue, with clearly discernible climate
change, increased dependency on imports and concerns over supplies of fossil fuels
worldwide. SWEP's CO2-based B9 heat exchanger can help protect the environment.
The EU has established compulsory targets for reducing
greenhouse gas emissions by 20 percent, ensuring 20
percent of renewable energy sources in the EU energy mix
and planning to reduce EU global primary energy use by 20
percent by 2020.
To reach the EU's 2020 targets for renewable energy, heat
pumps are an important tool. Heat pumps are used for
residential and commercial space and water heating,
cooling, refrigeration and in industrial processes. As heaters,
they compete with fossil fuel-fired furnaces, boilers and
direct electric heating.
Tomas Dahlberg, Innovation Manager at SWEP, says it is
in line with SWEP's strategy to use CO2 as refrigerant. He
adds that SWEP has developed a product – the B9 – that
can be used as a gas cooler for CO2 in transcritical
applications. It withstands extreme pressure, and has
excellent thermal performance, he says.
“To meet the demands from the market, we had to deliver
up to 140 bar working pressure, while also adhering to the
legal requirements. In Europe, the European Pressure
Directive (PED) requires five times the working pressure, so
we need to achieve 700 to 800 bar burst pressure,” Dahlberg
says. “The challenge and success in terms of innovation
has been to achieve this pressure with a square heat
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exchanger design, while also delivering the required thermal
performance.”
The new SWEP product satisfies the very tough Ecocute
application requirements in Japan. The heat exchanger works
as a high-pressure gas cooler in this application.
The Ecocute application for sanitary tap water has a heat
pump driven by CO2 as a refrigerant. It is divided into a tank
unit and a heat pump unit. On the tap water side, there is a
tank and radiator. On the heat pump side, there is an
evaporator, a compressor and a gas cooler.
“In Japan, many electric heaters have been replaced by
Ecocute heat pumps, reducing energy consumption by up to
four times,” Dahlberg says. “A double-wall unit that can handle
140 bar working pressure was required for Japan. It really was
a challenge for us, and we also needed to consider a new
plate-to-plate design to make it work.” The channel plate
design utilizes SWEP's pioneering AsyMatrix technology.
“We can handle pressure drops and extreme pressures
thanks to AsyMatrix and our heat exchanger design,”
Dahlberg says. “The unit is also scalable in capacity from
4.5 kW up to 10 kW simply by adding plates. However, it still
has the same design, which is cost-effective. We have also
reduced the weight by 40 to 60 percent, and this is a huge
step for transcritical gas coolers.”n

cooler for CO2
SWEP B9

Tomas Dahlberg,
Innovation Manager at SWEP.
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picking up knowledge
around the globe

Two SWEP trainees have had an
enjoyable and exciting year, working
on varied projects in many
departments and traveling extensively.
It has been a busy year for Wei Gu from Nanjing, China, and
David Persson from Malmö, Sweden, with plenty of work
and visits to exciting places.
The trainees' time has been divided into three periods
offering different experiences and opportunities.
Wei Gu's first period was spent in the Landskrona
production facility, where he worked on a project about
information flows with the aim of improving communication
at the plant. He also visited SWEP's plant in Košice,
Slovakia.
“I participated in the daily work, for instance at the claims
lab,” Wei says. “I learned a lot about SWEP products, and
the various functions at the Landskrona plant, in those three
months.”
David Persson spent his first period learning more about
SWEP's Hub Europe at the sales office in Hildesheim,
Germany. He then moved on to Landskrona, and eventually
to the company's sales office in Harwell, in the UK.
“I learned about the calculation software SSP, BPHE
technology and the theory and logistics involved in shipping
BPHEs from the Central European Warehouse,” David says.
Like his trainee colleague, David concluded his first period
at SWEP with a visit to the Mostra exhibition in Italy.
David spent his second period in heat transfer research
in Landskrona, working on a new heat pump rig.
Meanwhile, Wei went home to China to work at SWEP's
sales representative office in Guangzhou.
Wei finished his traineeship in Landskrona, working with
product management, while David ended his by going to
Malaysia to work at the SWEP plant in Kuala Lumpur, where
he studied production flows. n

Program for
creating the
best executives
The SWEP Executive Program is
designed to develop strongly
motivated and high-performing
employees.
Exciting, intensive, even entertaining, and above all
involving personal development, the program gives
insights into and knowledge about many of the areas to
master to become a credible, competent and successful
leader. SWEP has really invested in giving a selected
number of its staff a wide range of financial and
management skills with clear everyday applications
regardless of department.
The Executive Program is a recurrent event at SWEP,
and it has already been run three times. It offers
professional development in the skills considered most
important for the high-performing employees of the future.
Among other things, the Executive Program contains
reviews of models and tools in the fields of finance and
management, as well as their application. The participants
are trained by some of the best in Europe, with
experience from leading universities, seats of learning and
international industry.
The program aims to develop a range of skills that are
considered relevant to modern management. Six major
knowledge areas are covered:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Innovation and management
Analysis of the business environment and current
status/position
Production and internal processes
Marketing
Management control and accounting – external
financial analysis and internal cost control
Integration of financial key areas – company role-play
29
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Groundbreaking heat exchangers

entering
the market

Two true dual evaporators with SWEP’s
pioneering AsyMatrix design are among
the more exciting recent BPHE news.

The DP300 was released to the market in the first half of
2009. It is a true dual evaporator for high-performance
chillers using the environmentally preferred refrigerant
R410A. The DP300 is designed for original equipment
manufacturers working with scroll compressor-based chillers
with capacities up to 300 kW.
According to Henrik Bjerre, Project Manager at SWEP, the
DP300 utilizes less material per heat load, which provides
high kilowatt per kilogram. The plate pattern of the DP300 is
specially designed for dealing with the high design
pressures that R410A systems require.
“The DP300 is very efficient, although it is very compact
with a small footprint,” Bjerre says. “We have used very thin
material for the channel plates.”
SWEP’s innovative AsyMatrix technology, based on an
asymmetric heat exchanger design, increases the strength
of the R410A channels, enabling the thickness of the
material to be reduced. The narrower refrigerant channels
increase turbulence, contributing to the DP300’s high

performance. The hold-up volume is also reduced.
“We have met our customers’ wishes for a low pressure
drop in our heat exchanger,” Bjerre says. “If the pressure
drop is decreased, the chiller systems can be designed with
smaller pumps that save costs on both electricity and
investment.”
“Apart from AISI 316, the DP300 is also available in AISI
304 steel,” he adds. “This provides more flexibility for
manufacturers with applications that do not require AISI
316.”
When it comes to the next true dual evaporator – DP700 –
the design will be quite different from conventional brazed
plate units. The DP700 is due for launch to the market in
mid-2010.
“Right from the scratch of planning this product, we have
taken in and processed all kinds of customer desires and
criteria in terms of product performance,” Bjerre says. “The
first prototype was designed during the second half of
2009.”
The DP700 has been delivered to customer across the
world for testing. Like the DP300, it is also based on
AsyMatrix.
“A number of customers helped us evaluate the DP700 in
their laboratories, and tested it at high powers,” Bjerre says.
“It provided us with very valuable feedback.” n
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Listening to the
voice of the customer
Customer satisfaction has been high on the SWEP agenda for a long time. It is one of
the pillars of the company's strategy, and it is a requirement that customer satisfaction
should be measured regularly.
“We want to pick up the feedback from our customers,” says
Charlotte Emanuelsson, WCS (World Class Services) Analyst
at SWEP. “We need to know what we are good at, or where
we do not perform well enough. This feedback is very
important because it helps us take the necessary actions to
improve our performance.”
Voice Of the Customer is a web-based survey with a
questionnaire. It is the first such global survey that SWEP
has ever done. SWEP's aim is to ask about 1,000 customers
per year to answer the questions in the survey.
“Typically, we send a link to the survey from our Voice Of
the Customer e-mail address, asking customers to
participate,” Charlotte says.
In the survey, there are a number of multiple-choice
questions. Other questions involve ranking issues on a scale
ranging from one to five. The most recent survey was
launched in July 2009, and was offered in seven languages:
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English, Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese and
Spanish.
“We approach customers from all our segments, from the
largest to the smallest,” Charlotte says. “We will also monitor
trends in the surveys over the coming years. We want to see
key indicators of what we need to do to make things even
better.”
For instance, the results of the Voice Of the Customer
survey can help SWEP's sales staff take immediate action in
terms of offering customers help or services that may be
lacking.
“It is vital that we can respond very quickly to what our
customers are asking us to improve, not least because they
give their time and commitment to answer the questions in
the survey,” Charlotte says. “For each customer that carries
out the survey, SWEP gives five US dollars to WWF, the
World Wide Fund for Nature.” n

We approach customers from
all our segments, from the
largest to the smallest...
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Mettle for

metals

To realize yearly cost savings and supply chain improvement from metals
suppliers, steel mills and service centers, SWEP's owner Dover Corporation has
summoned the Dover Metals Sourcing team.
This team consists of individuals representing the major
Dover metal-consuming companies, including
representation from engineering, finance, supply chain,
operations, sales and other functional areas.
Considerable improvement has come from
aggregating Dover Corporation's global sourcing. The
corporation has structured cross-functional/crossbusiness teams to pursue a number of projects, including
global requirements to be satisfied by global suppliers.
SWEP's Ingemar Kristensson, Business Development
Manager and a participant in the Dover Global Metals
team, visited Dover's supplier presentation in Chicago in
November 2009.
“Dover is reviewing its entire portfolio of purchases, of
which metal is one,” Ingemar says. “Dover wants longterm alliance partnerships with metals suppliers, and a
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Dover profile is being completed and sent to suppliers.”
In the same week in December 2009 as the climate
change conference in Copenhagen, SWEP attended an
event in London for European suppliers.
At the event, Ingemar presented SWEP and its
products, highlighting their large potential in terms of
efficient energy transfer.
“Our customers are world leaders in their fields, so
they have tough requirements for saving energy and the
environment,” Ingemar says. “We want to produce and
deliver superior heat exchangers by working with the best
partners that can supply us not only world-class
products, such as steel and copper, but also high-level
services. We want to be assisted in building a supply
chain that is cost-effective, flexible and fast. With efficient
deliveries, you can attain a lower total cost.” n

Never been
easier to
track and trace
SWEP shipments
With SWEP's Track & Trace online
service, customers can see detailed
shipping information whenever they
want on SWEP.net.
SWEP's customers only need to go to SWEP.net to see the
status of their shipment, without even having to know the
name of the forwarder or the tracking number. The customer
only needs the order and customer number given by SWEP,
or an invoice number. All this information can be found in the
upper right corner of a SWEP invoice.
The result of the search is displayed immediately.
Customers obtain information about their orders and
shipments with a link to the designated forwarder. For more
detailed information about shipments, customers simply click
the link to the forwarder, which transfers them from SWEP.net
to the forwarder's web site.
“It is very user-friendly, and gives customers more
control,” says Carin Sörensen, Logistics Coordinator at
SWEP. “Whether the goods are coming from Sweden,
Germany or Malaysia, the customer only needs to visit one
site to find out all about the shipment status. You can see the
five latest shipments.”
According to Sörensen, there were about 30 forwarders
worldwide connected to the Track & Trace system at the
beginning of the fall of 2009.
“By 30 September 2009, we had processed 3,242 searches,”
she says.
For more information, please contact your customer
support at SWEP or use the Track & Trace support function.n
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SWEP joins
EHPA and SVEP
SWEP is now a member of both the European (EHPA) and
the Swedish (SVEP) Heat Pump Associations.
SWEP has become the first heat exchanger manufacturer to
join SVEP (Svenska värmepump föreningen, Swedish Heat
Pump Association) and EHPA (European Heat Pump
Association).
SVEP and EHPA are the influential Swedish and European
trade bodies for the heat pump industry. As contributors to
the 2020 renewables program, heat pumps represent a
growing industry sector. “The heat pump industry is
particularly important to us, as manufacturers of the compact,
high-efficiency BPHEs used in many of these systems,” says
Niklas Sparrenbom, Marketing Manager at SWEP.
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“We look forward to joining the industry’s discussions on
heat pump development, which will give us valuable early
information on technical and regulatory matters,” says
Sparrenbom. “This will help us with our planning and ensure
we can meet the needs of system manufacturers and their
customers in the future.”
“We are the first – and only – BPHE manufacturer to
belong to SVEP and EHPA. This indicates the seriousness of
our efforts to support heat pump technology, and is fully in
line with our drive for sustainable products and processes,”
concludes Sparrenbom. n
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Specializing in

being a speci
Having many offerings in your
portfolio can be a good thing.
But in many ways, being a
specialist in your field may more
truly benefit customers looking
for a particular product or
service.
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SWEP specializes in brazed plate heat exchangers in three
main ways: products, world-class services and providing
superior guidance to customers.
But how important is it really to be a specialist? Does it
not limit customers?
Building superintendent Dan Bydén takes care of issues
people have at the property where he works in Stockholm.
“To me, being a specialist is really about taking care of my
true customers: the people who live here.”
Bydén has lived and worked in the same property for
more than 25 years, so he knows just about “everything”
about the building.
“I'm confident that there are few people who know more
about every corner and passage in this building than I do,”
he says.

cialist
One stunning example of his specialist
expertise is when he found a bracelet on a
bus in a city 200 miles away from Stockholm,
with initials on it engraved in a very special
way. He immediately recognized this way of
writing letters from the way a woman in his
property used to sign receipts that he would
deal with. When he returned the bracelet to the
woman, she had long given up hope of getting it
back.
“I could tell anyone: Try to replace me, and you
would not have the slightest chance,” he concludes with
a huge smile. n
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NEWS FROM SWEP 2010

Expect more

There are traditional heat exchanger technologies. And there are smart,
environmentally friendly Brazed Plate Heat Exchangers (BPHEs). Our BPHE
technology is as simple as it is ingenious, using almost 100% of its material for
heat exchange. That means near zero heat waste, so you save on cost, and
minimize the effects on our environment. And thanks to innovative asymmetric
flow design, our new products employ even more material for heat transfer,
offering optimal efficiency.
We're proud to say we've sold more than 10 million BPHEs, replacing less
efficient heat transfer technologies, and we're proud of our continuous efforts to
make heat exchange a sustainable technology for everyone's future.
Our commitment is to change. To turn our satisfied customers into delighted
customers. With SWEP, thinking red means going green.
swep.net
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Expect a greener world

Making greener
investments easier

